Workflow designed for instructors, students and the staff !!

Advanced workflow, Paperless Tracking and Automated Scheduling (optional) are designed to increase aircraft and instructor utilization getting students through the course faster and successfully.

Paperless Compliance Support for:
- Part 142 – Line / Type Training
- Part 141 – Approved Training
- Part 61 – Lesson Tracking
- Aircraft Maintenance Tracking

A few Key Scheduling Features:
- Auto-Scheduling large schools
- Schedule Requests by Type
- Mission Types (Training, Crew, etc.)
- Integrated with Curriculum

Advanced Student Support for:
- US and International Students
- Customizable Profiles:
  - Pilot, Student & Enrollment
- Automated Billing
- Part 61 – Lesson Tracking
- Aircraft Maintenance Tracking

Advanced Course Content Support:
- Fully customizable course content
- Each maneuver is tracked
- Class, Lab & Semester Support
- Lecture classes and attendance tracking

For the Management Team!!

Billing, Payments, Staff Labor, Inventory

Billing is automatically integrated with training flights and ground sessions to ensure proper billing to the right account at the right rate.

Full Invoicing and Payment Support
- Cash, Check and Credit Card
- Supports college payment systems
- VA Billing Engine with full Compliance
- Custom Contracts support & discounts

Other Key Features
- Payroll Support & Tracking
- Aircraft Lease Support (Wet, Dry, etc.)
- Accounting System Support

Full Aircraft Maintenance Tracking

Management Dashboards

1. Monitor training progress
2. Improve Resource Utilization
3. Monitor expenses and billing

iPad & iPhone App Support MyFlightTrain™ Features
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